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ABOUT BALANCE WITHIN 

A clinic with full 60-minute one-on-one sessions - so you can get better
quicker, don't have to compete with other patients for your PT's attention
and you don't have to come back as often, saving you precious time and $
(most of our patients come once/week)
Treatments combining the amazingly effective John F. Barnes' Myofascial
Release with Advanced Specialties in Spine, Orthopedics, Sports Medicine
and Women's Health - we find the missing pieces that others have
overlooked to get you better 
Where you and your PT work as a team towards goals important to YOU,
with whatever style of treatment & number of visits are best for you
(without the red tape of insurance dictating your care)

Doctors of Physical Therapy Jereme and Sarah Trunk made their dream come
true with opening Balance Within PT in 2015. They had become frustrated
with the traditional Physical Therapy world and chose to create the true
change they wanted to see...

We get to work towards things that are important to YOU; allowing you to
return to playing with your children/grandchildren, walking your dog, running
that 5k, going to yoga/Pilates/the gym or even just going out to lunch with a
friend. You don't have to keep putting your life on hold with nagging pains &
stiffness that slows you down and diminishes your quality of life. We are here
to help you make the best decision for your health and to get you back to
truly enjoying your life again.  
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TIP #1: SIT UPRIGHT
Slouching increases the forces transmitted through your spine and shoulders.
When we slouch, we let our head and shoulders fall forward. This will cause stress,
strain, and then pain.

Be sure to sit upright, preferably with your back supported. Sitting should be a
supported posture where your muscles can relax.

TIP #2: CHECK YOUR SLEEP POSITION
We spend anywhere from 6-8 hours in bed every night. It is important that you
spend this time in the correct position. 

If you’re a back sleeper: Many people sleep with a pillow that is too thick and puts
excess pressure on your neck and shoulder all night. Try sleeping with a thin pillow.
This will allow your shoulder and neck to rest in a more natural position. 

If you’re a side sleeper: Try sleeping on your uninjured side and hug a pillow with
your top (injured) arm for added support and comfort. 

Avoid sleeping on your stomach. This position will cause havoc on your spine and
shoulders. Even if this position doesn't hurt now, you are setting yourself up for
pain and spinal deterioration In the future.



TIP #3: TAKE A LOOK AT YOUR COMPUTER
Frequent computer use with poor positioning can increase neck and shoulder
muscle tension. Looking down at a screen will cause your shoulders to round and
increase pressure on your joints.

Adjust your computer screen so that the top of the screen is at eye level. This way
your shoulder muscles can relax and you won’t feel like you’re “falling into the
computer”.

TIP #4: AVOID READING OR USING YOUR
PHONE WHILE LYING DOWN
Reading while lying down leads to forward head position and increases the pressure
on your shoulder and neck. 
  
Tilting your head down 45 degrees increases the pressure on your neck by 49
pounds! (Imagine how your neck and shoulders might feel if you decreased this
pressure.) 

By limiting the time reading books or looking at your phone in bed you will ease
your shoulder pain. 

If you are going to read in bed, be sure you are sitting upright, rather than laying
down.



TIP #5: AVOID CARRYING THINGS ON ONE
SIDE OF YOUR BODY
Carrying a bag, purse, or backpack on one shoulder means that the weight is not
evenly distributed. 

Over time, one side of your body is under more pressure than the other, leading to
shoulder tension and discomfort. 

Be sure to switch your carrying arm frequently and avoid carrying heavy objects with
just one arm.

TIP #6: ACTIVE REST
Have you ever heard ‘just rest it?’ What does that even mean? Decades ago, it was
thought that if we just stopped using our arm period for several days or weeks, this
would help shoulder pain. We now have tons of research that shows this is NOT
helpful; not using our shoulder whatsoever for days on end just makes us stiffen up
more, lose our strength AND often causes more pain. 

Instead, choose ACTIVE REST. “Active Rest” means that you stay as active as possible
but avoid any activities that would flare you up for hours or days. Gentle arm swings
while walking and/or reaching activities without any heavily weighted items tend to
be some of the best forms of ‘Active Rest”, as long as it’s not too painful for you.



This may be the question we get the most. Do I use ice or heat? 

Heat is best in for loosening up stiff muscles and joints. A lot of people find it useful
in the morning when they’re stiff and having trouble moving. 

Ice is good after activity or in the evening when your shoulder and shoulder pains
are aching or painful. 

Without knowing your personal situation, the best advice we can give you is to try
both ice and heat and keep using the one that makes you feel better!

TIP #7: USE ICE AND HEAT

The fastest way to take care of your shoulder pain is by going to see an Expert
Physical Therapist. A great Physical Therapist will listen to your story and take a look
at your shoulder and neck and find out why you are having pain and stiffness. 

Then your Physical Therapist can come up with a plan to relax your aching muscles,
loosen your stiff joints, and strengthen your body so you can get back to the
activities you love. 

If you combine all these tips from this special guide with a visit to a highly specialized
Physical Therapist, then you will see a dramatic drop in your shoulder pain and
stiffness

TIP #8: CONSULT A SHOULDER PAIN EXPERT



We make every effort to ensure that we accurately represent the injury advice
and prognosis displayed throughout this Guide.

However, examples of injuries and their prognosis are based on typical
representations of those injuries that we commonly see in our physical
therapy clinic.

The information given is not intended as a representation of every individual’s
potential injury.   As with any injury, each person’s symptoms can vary widely
and each person’s recovery from injury can also vary depending upon
previous medical history, background, genetics, application of exercise,
posture and motivation to follow the Physical Therapist’s advice and various
other physical factors.  

It is impossible to give a 100% completely accurate diagnosis and prognosis
without a thorough physical examination and likewise the advice given for
management of an injury cannot be deemed fully accurate in the absence of
this examination from a one of our Doctors of Physical Therapy at Balance
Within Physical Therapy and Myofascial Release.   

We are able to offer you this service at a standard charge.   Significant injury
risk is possible if you do not follow due diligence and seek suitable
professional advice about your injury.   No guarantees of specific results are
expressly made or implied in this report.

Health Advice Disclaimer:


